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Evaluation Statement Cathy Rigby:

To whom it may concern My name is Cathy Rigby McCoy. I was a two time Olympic
Gymnast, the Director and Owner ofMcCoy Rigby Conservatory of the Arts, For the past
24 years my husband, TomMcCoy And I have produced the McCoy Rigby Theater Series for
the La Mirada Theater for the Performing Arts. We have Emmy, Tony and Ovation Awards
and nominations.

I humbly give you our credits only to show howmany brilliant artistic dancers, actors,
singers, Directors and creative designers we work with every year. David is one of the best
teachers/coaches I’ve had the pleasure of working with. As director of 500 Conservatory
students, I am always on the lookout for instructors who are up to date on the best
technique and choreography... As a businesswoman, I appreciate the fact that David has a
wonderful following and during Master Classes, he’s able to help our conservatory grow in
reputation and sheer numbers. Southern California has some of the very best studios in the
country and competition is fierce.

David has wonderful name recognition in the Dance world. He always pulls in students
outside our conservatory simply because of how and what he’s capable of teaching in a
single class. Having come from the world of competitive gymnastics I appreciate David’s
ability to not only teach technique but to also identify what each class or individual dancer
is struggling with.

He’s not only knowledgeable of all that is dance but in my estimation, he understands the
psychology behind training. David is tough and fair, every dancer feels valuable.



He's a vibrant and energetic motivator! I challenge any other coach,
mentor or instructor to maintain his level of energy and focus Each and every class he
walks in to. David is successful because of hard work and an intrinsic love of dance. David is
a brilliant dancer, artist, choreographer and teacher. I highly and humbly Suggest you
accept David into your program.

Sincerely, Cathy Rigby McCoy

Owner –Director McCoy Rigby Conservatory of the Arts Co-Producer of

McCoy Rigby Entertainment

22601 La Palma Ave Suite 106

Yorba Linda California 92887

714-696-7770


